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² :We prove that a finite localization of the tensor ring F X , where F is a finitek
Galois or simple purely inseparable extension of k of degree n, gives rise to a ring
S such that S F is isomorphic to a full n n matrix ring over a free ideal ring.k
 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Ž .A ring R is called a free ideal ring fir if every left and every right ideal
of R is free of unique rank. Equivalently, a ring R is a fir if it is left and
Ž .right hereditary and all its right or left finitely generated projective
Ž  modules are free of unique rank see 5, Chap. 1 for a proof of this fact
.and for general results on firs . Every fir can be embedded in a skew field;
in fact, every fir R has a uniersal field of fractions which is obtained from
Ž  .R by localization at the set of all full matrices over R see 5, Chap. 7 . In
this paper we use the convention that fields may be noncommutative; this
might be emphasized by the use of the term ‘‘skew field.’’
Ž .Recall that given a non-zero ring R and an R, R -bimodule M, the
bimodule
² : nR M  M ,
nN
where M0 R and MŽn	1.M Mn, has an R-ring structure suchR
Ž . Ž .that a   a  b   b  a   a  b   b 1 r 1 s 1 r 1 s
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MŽ r	s. for a   a Mr and b   b Ms. Rings obtained1 r 1 s
by this method are called tensor rings. A special case is that of the
Ž . Ž .Ž X .R, R -bimodule R R , where k is a subring of R and X is a set.k
Ž .Note that k need not be central or even commutative. We denote this
² : ² :tensor ring by R X . Sometimes, we shall refer to R X as the freek k
² :R -ring on X. There is an alternative definition. The ring R X can bek k
defined as the R-ring generated by X with defining relations  x x, for
² : ² :x X and  k. It is also clear that R X 
 R k X , where k k k
denotes the coproduct construction in the category of k-rings. If D is a
skew field and K is a not necessarily commutative subfield of D, then
² : Ž  .D X is a fir cf. 5, Theorem 2.6.2 .K
In this paper we will be investigating the structure of rings obtained by
central scalar extensions of tensor rings. More precisely, given a tensor
ring R which is an algebra over a commutative field k and a commutative
field extension F of k, we shall be considering the ring R F, hereafterk
denoted by R . If R is a fir with universal field of fractions U such thatF
Ž the centre k of R coincides with that of U cf. 5, Corollary 6.3.4, Theorem
.7.8.4 , then, given a finite commutative field extension F of k, R isF
isomorphic to a subring of a full matrix ring over a skew field, for the
embedding of R into U induces an embedding of R into U . Since U isF F F
Ž . Žsimple because U is central simple and F is simple and artinian because
    .U : U  F : k   , there exist a skew field K and a positive integer s,F
  Ž .dividing F : k , such that R U 
M K . Using this fact, we shallF F s
enlarge the original ring R in order to obtain another ring S such that
Ž .S 
M T , for some ring T. This is always possible, because for eachF s
matrix unit e of U , there exist a positive integer N and elementsi j F
u U,   F, r 1, . . . , N, such thatr r
N
e  u   .Ýi j r r
r1
Taking S to be any ring between R and U containing all these elements ur
described above, we find that S is isomorphic to a full s s matrix ringF
over the centralizer in S of the matrix units. In this paper we apply thisF
² :idea to tensor rings of the form R F X , where k is a commutativek
field and F is a finite Galois or a simple purely inseparable extension of k
of degree n. In both instances, we find a finite localization S of R such
Ž .that S 
M T , where T is a fir, although R was not, in the GaloisF n F
Ž .case, projective trivial see the definition below or, in the purely insepara-
ble case, hereditary.
In the last section of this paper we present results on the nature of the
universal field of fractions of the firs obtained in the preceding sections.
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In order to study homological properties of tensor rings under field
extensions, it is useful to look at their monoid of projectives, i.e., the
monoid whose elements are isomorphism classes of finitely generated
projective modules, and the operation is induced by the direct sum. If R is
Ž . Ž .any ring, we denote its monoid of projectives by P R . The monoid P R
 is a commutative monoid with a distinguished element given by R , the
isomorphism class of R as an R-module. We call a ring R projectie free if
Ž . Ž .P R 
N, the monoid of natural numbers, and projectie triial if P R 

1 Ž .N for some positive integer r, that is, if P R is free on one generator xr
  Ž  such that r  x R . See 7 for some general facts about monoids of
.projectives. A hereditary projective trivial ring is just a matrix ring over
a fir.
One of the most important tools in our investigation of tensor rings
under central field extensions will be the Bergman coproduct theorems
Ž  .see 2 , which we state below.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 1.1 Bergman . Let K be a field, and let R be a family 
of K-rings. Let R denote their coproduct  R . ThenK 
Ž . Ž .  Ž . 4a r.gl.dim R  sup r.gl.dim R :  if at least one of the R 
Ž .has positie right global dimension and r.gl.dim R  1 if all R are semi-
simple;
Ž . Ž . Ž .b P R 
 P R .N 
2. THE GALOIS CASE
Given a commutative field k, a finite Galois extension F of k of degree
² :n 1, and a set X, let R be the tensor ring F X . Although R is ak F
hereditary ring, because Fk is separable, it is not projective trivial, for we
Ž . ² :  have R 
 F F  F X . Since Fk is Galois, by 6, Corollary 5.7.2 ,F k F
it follows that F F
 F   F , where F 
 F for all i. Therefore,k 1 n i
Ž .by Theorem 1.1 b , it follows that
² :P R 
 P F  P F P F XŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .F 1 n
N

 N N . 
n
Since n 1, R is not projective trivial. Thus R is not a matrix ring overF F
a fir.
However, we will show in Corollary 2.1 that by localizing R at a finite
set of elements we obtain a ring S with the property that S is a matrixF
ring over a fir.
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We start with a more general result on extensions of crossed products. A
Ž .crossed product is a ring S defined by a set F, , ,  , where F is a
Ž .commutative field,  is a group,  : Aut F is a group homomor-
  4phism, and  is a 2-cocycle, that is, a map from   into F  F 0
satisfying
Ž . 
  , w  w , t   w , t   , wtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .for all  , w, t  and  1, 1  1. We construct the ring S in the
following way. As an additive abelian group, let
S F ;

 4that is, S is a free left F-module with basis  :    . The multiplicative
structure of S is given by the rules
Ž .   and   w   , w w,Ž .
for  , w  and  F. Associativity of the multiplication is guaranteed
by the 2-cocycle property. Note that the elements  , with   , are
1 1 1 1Ž .invertible in S with inverses given by     ,   . We shall say,
Ž .then, that S is the crossed product F, , ,  and use the notation
Ž .S F, , ,  .
Ž .A crossed product S F, , ,  with  acting trivially on F, that is,
Ž .such that  ker  , is called a twisted group algebra and is denoted by
t Ž .F . If the twist  is trivial, that is, if     1, then S is called a
skew group algebra. If both the action of  on F and the twist are trivial,
then S is the usual group algebra of  over F.
THEOREM 2.1. Let F be a commutatie field, let  be a group, let  :
Ž . Ž .Aut F be a group homomorphism such that G im  is finite, and
let  :   F be a 2-cocycle. Let k be the fixed field of G and consider
Ž .the crossed product S F, , ,  . Then S F is isomorphic to the fullk
Ž .   tmatrix ring M T , where n G and T is the twisted group algebra F H,n
Ž .where H ker  and the twist is gien by the restriction of  to HH.
 Proof. We start by noting that, by 3, Proposition V.10.8 , there exists
Ž .an F, F -bimodule isomorphism
F F
 F , 1Ž .k 
G
Ž .where the F, F -bimodule F is the left F-space of dimension one and
the action on the right is given by x   x, for x F and  F.
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Ž . Ž . ŽUsing 1 , we obtain S, F -bimodule isomorphisms S F
 S Fk F
. Ž . Ž . F 
 S  F 
 S F . Let S be the free left S-k F  F   G  G
module of rank one with an action of F on the right given by s   s,
Ž .for s S and  F. The S, F -bimodules S F and S are obviouslyF  
isomorphic. We then have a direct sum decomposition of S F as ank
Ž .S, F -bimodule given by
S F
 S . 2Ž .k 
G
Ž .For each G, choose    such that     . The maps 
S  S1 
1s s
Ž . Žare S, F -bimodule isomorphisms with inverses given by right multiplica-
. Ž .tion by  . So 2 can be rewritten as
S F
 Sn . 3Ž .k 1
Ž .Denote the ring S F by S . If we regard 3 as an equation between leftk F
S -modules, writing maps on the right, we get the ring isomorphismsF
S 
 End S FŽ .F S kF

 End SnŽ .S 1F

M T ,Ž .n
Ž .where T End S . We now switch back from left S -modules toS 1 FF
Ž .S, F -bimodules; that is, we regard T as the endomorphism ring of the
Ž .S, F -bimodule S . An element of T is, in particular, an endomorphism of1
S as a left S-module, so it must be given by right multiplication by some1
element of S. That is, there exists a ring homomorphism 	 : T S. Since
the elements of T are also F-linear on the right, the image of 	 must be
Ž .contained in the centralizer Cen F of F in S. In fact, 	 provides a ringS
isomorphism from T onto Cen F. It is immediate to see that Cen FS S
Ž . F . Therefore, Cen F is isomorphic, as a ring, to the twistedS kerŽ .
t Ž .group algebra F H of the group H ker  over F.
The result on tensor rings is a corollary of the above theorem. We will
 4first present a proof of the case of a unitary X x and then show that it
is also true for arbitrary X.
COROLLARY 2.1. Let k be a commutatie field and let F be a Galois
² :extension of k of finite degree n. Let R be the free F -ring F x . Then therek k
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exist nonzero elements x , . . . , x of R such that the localization S of R at1 n
   4
 x , . . . , x is such that S F is isomorphic to an n n matrix ring1 n k
oer a fir.
Ž .Proof. The ring R is the tensor ring of the F, F -bimodule F F.k
Let G be the Galois group of the extension Fk. We know that there
Ž .exists an isomorphism of F, F -bimodules from F F onto  F .k  G
For every G, let x be an element of F F mapped into the unit k
 4element of F . This provides us with a left basis x : G of F F  k
over F such that x  x for every  F. So R is just the ‘‘skew 
noncommutative polynomial ring’’ on the x over F. More precisely, R is
 4isomorphic to the F-ring generated by x : G with defining relations
x  x , for G and  F. The localization of R at the elements 
x is, then, isomorphic to the skew group ring S of the free group  on
 4x : G over F, where the action of  on F is given by

G
x   .
Ž .By Theorem 2.1, S F
M T , where T is the group algebra FH andk n
Ž .H ker  . Since  is free, so is H. So T is isomorphic to the group
 algebra of a free group over a field; thus it is a fir, by 4, Corollary 3, p. 68 .
If X is a set with more than one element, then pick x X and write
 ² :R
 R  k X ,k
 ² :   4where R  F x and X  X x . By Corollary 2.1, there exists a finitek
set 
 of 1 1 matrices over R such that the ring S R has the

 Ž .property that S 
M T , where T is a fir. Let S R . Then, S
F n 

 ² :  ² :S  k X . Therefore, S 
 S  F X . By Theorem 1.1, S is heredi-k F F F F
1Ž .tary and P S 
 N. Thus S is isomorphic to an n n matrix ring overF Fn
Ž . Ž ² : . Ž .a fir. Explicitly, S 
M V , where VW T F X ; T and W ; TF n n F n
Ž is the n n matrix reduction functor in the category of T-rings see 5, p.
.147 .
COROLLARY 2.2. Let k be a commutatie field, let F be a Galois extension
of k of finite degree n, and let X be a nonempty set. Let R be the free F -ringk
² :on X, F X . Then there exist nonzero elements x , . . . , x of R such that thek 1 n
   4localization S of R at 
 x , . . . , x is such that S F is isomorphic1 n k
to an n n matrix ring oer a fir.
Remark 2.1. It should be noted that the ring S obtained in the above
corollaries by localization of R is, in fact, isomorphic to a subring of the
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universal field of fractions of R. This is due to the fact that the elements
x which were inverted are atoms in R, which implies that the seti
   4  
 x , . . . , x is factor-closed. Thus, by 5, Proposition 7.5.7 , we can1 n
regard S R as a subring of U which contains R.

3. THE PURELY INSEPARABLE CASE
This section is similar to the previous one in its aim of obtaining from an
extended tensor ring a full matrix ring over a fir. It differs from it, because
we will be looking at a simple purely inseparable extension and will also be
using different methods. Throughout this section, the symbol  willi j
always denote Kronecker’s delta; that is,   1 and   0 for i j.i i i j
3.1. Recognition of Matrix Units
Ž We will start by stating a theorem on recognition of matrix units see 1,
.Theorem 1.3 .
 THEOREM 3.1 1 . Let R be a ring containing elements f , a, b such
n n1  4that f  0 and af 	 fb 1. Then the set E , gien by E i j i j
f i1af n1b j1, is a complete set of n n matrix units for R.
The lemmas below provide another criterion for recognition of matrix
units based on Theorem 3.1.
LEMMA 3.1. Let R be an arbitrary ring. Suppose R contains elements u, 
r	1 rŽ Ž .n.msuch that u  u 1 and, for some rN,   0. Then  u  u
Ž .n r m m!  u , for m, nN.
Proof. To prove that the equation above holds in R, we first prove, by
Ž .n Ž Ž ..ninduction on n, that u  u	m   u	 m	 1 u. Next, we use this
mŽ .n Ž .n mto show by induction on m that u  u   u	m u . Finally, we
rŽ .n n rprove by induction on n that   u	m m  . With the last two
relations in hand, we can prove the relation in the lemma by induction
on m.
LEMMA 3.2. Let k be a commutatie field of characteristic p 0, and let
R be a k-algebra containing elements u,  such that
u  u 1. 4Ž .
Then the following equation is alid in R:
p1p1 p1u    u  1. 5Ž . Ž .
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If , further,  p 0, then the elements
e u p i p1u j1 6Ž .i j
form a complete set of p p matrix units for R.
Ž .Proof. Equation 4 implies that
un  un	 nun1  u	 n un1 , 7Ž . Ž .
Ž .for all nN. By successive applications of 7 , we can write
u p1 p1 u p1  p2  u	 p 1 u p2 p2Ž .Ž .
  u	 p 1  u	 p 2 u p3 p3 Ž . Ž .
p1  u	 p 1  u	 p 2   u	 1   u  1,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
because the characteristic is p. Now suppose that  p 0 and rewrite
Ž . p1 p1 Ž Ž . p2 .5 as u  	  u  u  1. Theorem 3.1, with n p, f  ,
p1 Ž . p2a  u , and b  u  u , yields that the elements f i j
i1 p1 p1Ž Ž . p2 . j1 u  u  u form a complete set of p p matrix units
for R. By applying Lemma 3.1 with r p 1 to each of the f we cani j
simplify them to
p2 i1 p1 p1 j1f  j 1 !  u  u . 8Ž . Ž .Ž .i j
Ž . l p1 p1Using 7 we can prove, by induction on l, that  u  
1p Ž l	1. p1 p2Ž . ŽŽ . .l!u  . Applying this to 8 and noting that j 1 !  ,j 1 !Ž .
Ž . Ž .i 1 ! i 1 !pi p1 j1for all j p, we get f  u  u  e . So e  fi j i j i i i ij 1 ! j 1 !Ž . Ž .
and thus Ý p e  1. Moreover,i1 i i
j 1 ! m 1 ! m 1 !Ž . Ž . Ž .
e e  f f   f   e .i j lm i j lm jl im jl imi 1 ! l 1 ! i 1 !Ž . Ž . Ž .
Therefore the e do form a complete set of matrix units for R.i j
3.2. A Purely Inseparable Extension of a Tensor Ring
We shall now apply the results of the preceding subsection to a tensor
ring. We start by fixing our notation.
Here, given an element c of a ring R, we shall denote by d the innerc
Ž .derivation of R determined by c, that is, d z  zc cz, for every z R.c
Let k be a commutative field of prime characteristic p 0, and let
Ž . pF k  be an extension where  Fk and   a k. Consider the
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² :tensor ring R F x , which is a fir and therefore has a universal field ofk
fractions U. We shall need to look at the ring R .F
It is known that U is a simple artinian ring, and thus is isomorphic to aF
Ž .matrix ring over a skew field. More precisely, U 
M K , where K is aF r
 skew field over F and r divides F : k  p. Since R U and R is notF F F
Žan integral domain e.g., the element   1 1  R is suchF
p .that   0 and  is non-zero , it follows that r p.
We shall consider a ring S, obtained from R by localizing enough in
order to obtain the matrix units of U in S .F F
p1Ž . p2Ž .The element x R certainly satisfies d x  0. Let   d x 
Ž . Ž . 1and t d  , so d t  0. Since t 0, it is invertible in U. Let ut . 
Ž . Ž 1 . Ž . 1So we have d u d t 	 d  t  1. Let S be the subring of U  
generated by R and t1. In S , write  for  1 and  for 1  . SinceF
 centralizes every element of S , we have d  d , where   . SoF  
Ž .d u  1; that is, u  u 1. Now Lemma 3.2 guarantees that, because
 p 0, S is a full p p matrix ring over the centralizer T in S of theF F
Ž .matrix units e defined in 6 . We shall show that, in this situation, thei j
ring T is a fir. In fact, we shall give a presentation for T in Theorem 3.2
which will make it clear that T is indeed a fir. First let us introduce a
suitable presentation of S as an F-algebra.F
LEMMA 3.3. Let k be a commutatie field of characteristic p 0 and
Ž . p ² :F k  , where  Fk and   k. Let R F x and denote thek
uniersal field of fractions of R by U. Then the subring S of U generated by R
p1Ž .and the inerse of d x has the property that
² 1 p p1 1 1 :S 
 F  , x , t    0, d x  t , tt  t t 1 ,Ž .F
² 1:where d d is the inner deriation of the free algebra F  , x, t deter-
mined by  .
p ²Proof. Let a  . Note that we have an isomorphism R
 k  , x 
p :  a . By a degree argument, we can prove that t is an atom in R;
 4  therefore, the set 
 t is factor-closed and, by 5, Proposition 7.5.7 ,
² 1 p p1Ž . 1 1 :the localization R 
 k  , x, t    a, d x  t, tt  t t 1
 
can be regarded as an intermediate ring between R and U. By the
definition of S, we have S
 R . Hence,

² 1 p p1 1 1 :S 
 F  , x , t    a, d x  t , tt  t t 1 .Ž .F 
Ž . pWrite F k  , where  Fk and   a k. We get the desired
presentation by letting   .
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  Ž .By 5, Proposition 0.1.1 an isomorphism from S onto M T is givenF p
by
S M T ,Ž .F p
 z z ,
  Ž . pwhere z  z with z Ý e ze .i j i j 1  i j
Our aim is to prove that T is a fir. In order to do that it will be
necessary to look at the images of the generators  , x, and t1 of SF
Ž .in M T .p
  p i p1Let us start by evaluating  . First note that e u   0,i1
for every i 1, . . . , p. For j 1, we have
e u p i p1u j1i j
u p i p1  u j1	 j 1 u j2 , by 7Ž . Ž .Ž .
 j 1 u p i p1u j2Ž .
 j 1 e .Ž . i , j1
Therefore,
0 if i 1,
e  e  i j ½ i 1  e if i 1.Ž . i1, j 
p Ž .This implies that   0 and  Ý e  e  i 1  for i 1.1 j i j 1  i j i1, j
That is,
0 0  0 0 0
1 0  0 0 0
0 2  0 0 0
. . . . . .   .. . . . . .. . . . . .
0 0  p 2 0 0
0 0  0 p 1 0
 It will be useful to know what u looks like:
e if j p ,i , j	1pi p1 je uu  u i j p p p½ u e if j p , because u   u .i1
So, for i p, e ue  e e   e and e ue  u pe e  i j  , i	1 j i	1, j   p j  1 j
 u pe . Thus1 j 
 if i pi	1, j
u  pi j ½  u if i p.1 j
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In matrix form, we can then write
0 1 0  0
0 0 1  0
. . . . .. . . . . u  .. . . . .
0 0 0  1
pu 0 0  0
In order to avoid confusion with the matrix units of S , the p2 matrixF
Ž .units of M T will be denoted by E ; explicitly, E is the p p matrixp i j i j
Ž .over T which contains a one on the i, j -entry and zeros elsewhere. We
   can now rewrite  and u as
p1 p1
p     iE , u  E 	 u E .Ý Ýi	1, i i , i	1 p1
i1 i1
   To find out what the entries of x are, we will look first at t . We need
Ž   .a result due to Frobenius. See 8, Exs. 5 and 8, p. 231 .
LEMMA 3.4. Let k be a commutatie field, let R be a k-algebra, and let A
be an n n matrix oer k such that An 0, but An1  0. Then, if B is a
matrix oer R such that AB BA, there exist r , r , . . . , r in R such that0 1 n1
BÝn1r Ai.i0 i
  p   p1        Since   0,   0, t    t , and the entries of  are
   in the ground field, we can apply Lemma 3.4 to t and obtain t  r I	0
    p1r  	 	r  , for some r in T.1 p1 i
s ps i 1	 s  Ž .Using the easily proved fact that  Ý s!E , for si1 i	s, ii 1
p i i 1  Ž .1, . . . , p 1, we can write t Ý Ý b E , where b  s!r ,j 1i1 j1 ij i j s s
which, as a matrix, is just
0 b 0  00ž /0
1 1b b  01 0ž / ž /0 1 t  .. . . .. . . .. . . .
p 1p 1 p 1
b b  bp1 p2 0ž / ž / ž /p 10 1
 Note that, since t is invertible in S and t is a triangular matrix with bF 0
on the main diagonal, b must be invertible in T. We can therefore write0
 1   1 1the matrix t  t in terms of the b ’s and b .i 0
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p2Ž .Since, by definition, ut d x , it follows that
    p2  u t D x , 9Ž .Ž .
Ž .  where D is the inner derivation of M T determined by  . We arep
ready to prove the main theorem in this section. For the proof of Theorem
3.2 we shall need the following rather technical but crucial result.
LEMMA 3.5. Let k be a field of characteristic p 0, and let R be a
k-algebra. Consider the p p matrices oer R,
0 0  0 0 0 1 0  0
1 0  0 0 0 0 1  0
. . . . .0 2  0 0 . . . . .A , C ,. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . 0 0 0  1
0 0  p 1 0  0 0  0
0 b 0  00ž /0
1 1b b  01 0ž / ž /0 1B ,. . . .. . . .. . . .
p 1p 1 p 1
b b  bp1 p2 0ž / ž / ž /p 10 1
x  x11 1 p
. .. .. .X ,. .. .. .
x  xp1 p p
Ž .where  , b , . . . , b , x i, j 1, . . . , p are arbitrary elements of R and x0 p1 i j 1 p
Ž .is inertible. Let  be the inner deriation of M R determined by A. Thenp
CB  p2 X 10Ž . Ž .
if and only if
p
1  x x , 11aŽ .Ý j , j1 1 pž /
j2
b x , 11bŽ .0 1 p
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i i 1i jb  1 x for i 1, . . . , p 1, 11cŽ . Ž .Ýi j , pi	j1ž /j 1
j1
x  0, 11dŽ .2 p
i3 i 2i	 j1x  1 x for i 3, . . . , p. 11eŽ . Ž .Ýi p j	2, pi	j	2ž /j
j0
Ž .Proof. Let E denote the p p matrix with one on the i, j -entry andi j
zeros elsewhere. We can rewrite A, C, B, X as
p1 p1
A iE C E 	EÝ Ýi	1, i i , i	1 p1
i1 i1
p pi i 1
B b E X x E .Ý Ý Ýi j i j i j i jž /j 1
i1 j1 i , j1
Ž .The left-hand side of 10 is easily seen to be
p1 i	1 i
CB b E 	b E . 12Ž .Ý Ý i j	1 i j 0 p1ž /j 1
i1 j1
n n i n i niŽ . Ž . Ž .Bearing in mind that  W Ý 1 A WA for every n 0 andi0 i
Ž . Ž .WM R , we can write the right-hand side of 10 asp
p2 pi i	2 j 1	 i m 1	 p 2 iip2 X  1 c p , iŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý ž /ž /j 1 m 1i0 j1 m1
 x E ,j , m	p2i i	j , m
p 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .where c p, i  i! p 2 i ! p 2 !. Since p 1 !1, iti
Ž .follows that c p, i  1. Thus
p2 pi i	2 j 1	 i m 1	 p 2 iip2 X  1Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý ž /ž /j 1 m 1i0 j1 m1
 x E . 13Ž .j , m	p2i i	j , m
Ž .We will now rewrite 13 in order to make it clearer what the entries of
p2Ž . X are. First let h and l be new parameters such that i	 j h and
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Ž .i	 1 l. So 13 is equivalent to
p1 p l	1 m 1	 p l 1l1 h 1p2 X  1Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý ž / ž /h l m 1l1 hl m1
 x E . 14Ž .h l	1, m	pl1 hm
We need some notation. Set
m 1	 p l 1l1 h 1
  1 x E .Ž .lhm hl	1, m	pl1 hmž / ž /h l m 1
Ž .We want to interchange the summations over l and h in 14 . A quick
analysis shows us that in order to do so, it is necessary to break the
expression into two sums: Ý p1Ýh Ýl	1  	Ý p1Ýl	1  . We willh1 l1 m1 lhm l1 m1 l pm
now interchange the summations over m and l. Again, this will break each
term above in two sums:
p1 p p1 p1h	1 h h
 	  	  	  .Ý Ý Ý Ý Ý Ý Ýlhm lh1 l pm l p1ž / ž /
h1 m2 lm1 l1 m2 lm1 l1
Explicitly,
p1 h	1 h m 1	 p l 1l1 h 1p2 X  1Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý ž / ž /h l m 1h1 m2 lm1
 x Eh l	1, m	pl1 hm
p1 h
l1 h 1	 1 x EŽ .Ý Ý h l	1, pl h1ž /h l
h1 l1
p p1 p 1 m 1	 p l 1l1	 1Ž .Ý Ý ž /ž /p l m 1m2 lm1
 x Ep l	1, m	pl1 pm
p1 p 1l1	 1 x E .Ž .Ý p l	1, pl p1ž /p l
l1
p 1 p lŽ . Ž .Remember that  1 and use this fact to replace the coeffi-p l
l1 p 1Ž . Ž .cient 1 occurring in the last two terms by 1. Also, if in the firstp l
and second terms we replace l by h j	 1, in the third term we replace l
by p j 1 and, in the fourth term we replace l by p j	 1, we finally
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m 1	 p h j 2 m1 h j	 1 m  1	 jŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .obtain, after setting  1 and m 1 m  1 m  1
j p mŽ . Ž .1 , which are always true in characteristic p,j
p1 h	1 hm	2 h 1 h j	 1h j	m1p2 X  1Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý ž / ž /j 1 m 1h1 m2 j1
 x Ej , m	ph	j2 hm
p1 h h 1h j	 1 x EŽ .Ý Ý j , ph	j1 h1ž /j 1
h1 j1
p pm pmj	 1 x EŽ .Ý Ý j	2, j	m pmž /j
m2 j0
p
	 x E . 15Ž .Ý j , j1 p1
j2
Ž . Ž .Now suppose that 10 holds. Comparing the entires p, 1 of both sides,
Ž . Ž . pexplicitly given by 12 and 15 , we get b Ý x . And the entries0 j2 j, j1
Ž .h, h	 1 for 1 h p 1 give b x . The above two equations0 1 p
Ž . Ž . Ž .give us 11a and 11b . The entries p, m with 2m p give us
pm j p mŽ . Ž .Ý 1 x  0, or, in other words x  0 and x jj0 j	2, j	m 2 p i p
h3 i	j1 i 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 1 x , for 3 i p, which are 11d and 11e ,jj0 j	2, pi	j	2
Ž .rexpectively. Finally, if we look at the entries i, 1 with 1 i p 1, we
i ij i 1Ž . Ž . Ž .get b Ý 1 x , that is, 11c .j 1i j1 j, pi	j1
Ž .Conversely, assume that Eqs. 11 hold in R. Let us prove that they
Ž . Ž .imply 10 . It is clear that the entries i, j with 2 i p 2 and
p2Ž .i	 2 j p are zero both for CB and for  X . For every i, j
Ž .1, . . . , p, let  denote the i, j -entry of CB, and let  be the corre-i j i j
p2Ž .sponding entry of  X . In other words,  and  are elements of Ri j i j
Ž . Ž . p2Ž .defined by   CB and    X , and these elements are giveni j i j
Ž . Ž . Ž .by 12 and 15 . From 11b , we get    for i 1, . . . , p 1,i, i	1 i, i	i
Ž . Ž . Ž .and 11a with 11b give us    . Equation 11c tells us that   p1 p1 i1 i1
Ž . Ž .for i 1, . . . , p 1. Finally, from 11d and 11e it follows that   p j p j
Ž .for j 2, . . . , p. We are left to check that the entries i, j with 2 i p
 1 and 2 j i are equal. First, let us verify the assertion for entries of
Ž .the kind i, i , with 2 i p 1. Direct calculations give us   ixi i 1, p1
Ž .and   ib . That    for i 2, . . . , p 1 follows from 11c . Nowi i 1 i i i i
Ž .let us look at the entries h, m with 3 h p 1 and 2m h 1.
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hŽ . Ž .We know that   b . So, using 11c , we gethm hm	1m 1
hm	1 hmhmj	1 h
  1 x ,Ž .Ýhm j , m	ph	j2ž / ž /j 1m 1
j1
or, in a form that will be more useful later,
hm h
  1 xŽ .hm 1, m	ph1ž /m 1
hm	1 hmh	mj	1 h	 1 x . 16Ž . Ž .Ý j , m	ph	j2ž / ž /j 1m 1
j2
On the other hand,
hm	2 h 1 h j	 1h j	m1
  1 x .Ž .Ýhm j , m	ph	j2ž / ž /j 1 m 1j1
Ž .Now we apply formula 11e to the last term of the above sum, that is, to
the term obtained by making j hm	 2. We then get
h	m h
  1 xŽ .hm 1, m	ph1ž /m 1
hm	1 h 1 h j	 1h j	m1	 1Ž .Ý ž / ž /j 1 m 1j2
hmh 1 x . 17Ž .j , m	ph	j2ž / ž /j 2hm	 1
Ž .We want to compare the extended expression for  in 16 with the onehm
Ž .for  in 17 . First note that the coefficients of x are equal. Ithm 1, m	ph1
is then sufficient to prove that the other correspondent coefficients are
also the same. But this is indeed the case, since a straightforward calcula-
h 1 h m h mh j	 1 h 1 hŽ .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .tion gives   , for every hj 1 j 2 j 1m  1 h m 	 1 m  1
3, 2m h 1 and 2 j hm	 1.
THEOREM 3.2. Let k be a commutatie field of prime characteristic p 0
Ž . p ² :and F k  , where   k and  k. Let R F x and denote by Uk
its uniersal field of fractions. Then R is not a matrix ring oer a fir, but theF
p1Ž .subring S of U, obtained from R by adjoining the inerse of d x , is such
Ž .that S is isomorphic as an F-algebra to the matrix ring M A , where A isF p
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the F-algebra defined as
²A F y i 1, . . . , p , j 1, . . . , p 1 ,Ž .i j
1 1 1 :y , y  y y  y y  1 ,1 p 1 p 1 p 1 p 1 p 1 p
which is a fir.
Proof. First we prove that R is not a matrix ring over a fir. Writ-F
² :ing R
 F k x , we can see that the monoid of projectives of R isk F
given by
² :P R 
P F F P F x 
P F F N
P F F .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . F k k k
N N
  Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . pIf we write F
 k Y  f Y , where f Y  Y  , then we have an
exact sequence
 0 f Y  k Y  F 0Ž .Ž .
of k-spaces. Tensoring it up with F over k, we get an exact sequence
 0 f Y  F Y  F F 0.Ž .Ž . k
  Ž Ž ..So, F F
 F Y  f Y and the only maximal ideal of F F will bek k
Ž . Ž Ž ..  Y   f Y . So F F is a local ring. By 5, Corollary 0.5.5 , F Fk k
is projective free. Thus R is a projective free ring. If R were hereditary,F F
it would be a fir, but it is not even an integral domain. So R is notF
hereditary and, thus, not a matrix ring over a fir.
Throughout this proof, indexes i will range between 1 and p and j
between 1 and p 1. In the proof we shall again use the notation E ,m n
Ž .with m, n 1, . . . , p, to denote the matrix units of M A .p
We recall that, by Lemma 3.3,
² 1 p p1 1 1 :S 
 F  , x , t    0, d x  t , tt  t t 1 ,Ž .F
² 1:where d d . Consider the F-algebra homomorphism  : F  , x, t
Ž . Ž . p1 Ž .M A given by   Ý jE ,  x Ý y E 	 y E 	p j1 j	1, j i j i j i j 1 p 1 p
p Ž 1 . 1Ý z E , and  t  Z , wheren3 n n p
n3
m	n1 n 2z  1 yŽ .Ýn m	2, m	pn	2ž /m
m0
1 p i i 1Ž .and Z is the inverse of the matrix ZÝ Ý c E , wherei1 n1 in inn 1
n nm n 1Ž . Ž .c y and c Ý 1 y for n 1, . . . , p0 1 p n m1 m , p	mn1m 1
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Ž .1. Note that Z is indeed invertible in M A , because it is a triangularp
matrix whose main diagonal entries are all equal to y , which is a unit1 p
in A.
For the sake of simplicity, we will put
p1 p
 jE , Y y E 	 y E 	 z E .Ý Ý Ýj	1, j i j i j 1 p 1 p n n p
j1 ij n3
Since  is a lower triangular matrix, it follows that  p 0.
Ž .Let  be the inner derivation of M A determined by . We havep
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .d f   f  f   f       f   f ; thus
 d. 18Ž .
p1 Ž p . 1Let UÝ E  Ý y y E . By Lemma 3.5, it follows thatj1 j, j	1 n2 n, n1 1 p p1
UZ  p2 Y . 19Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .With 19 in hand and the facts  U UU 1,  Z  Z
Z 0, which follow easily from the definition of the matrices above, we
p1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .can conclude that  Y   UZ   U Z	U Z  Z. In other
words,
 t   d p1 x   p1 x   p1 Y  Z. 20Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . p Ž .The information    0 and  t  Z is enough to ensure that 
Ž .induces a homomorphism  : S M A defined on generators byF p
1 1Ž . Ž . Ž .  ,  x  Y,  t  Z .
Ž . Ž .Equation 9 is of the form 10 and the matrices involved satisfy the
Ž . phypothesis of Lemma 3.5, so the relations 11 , with  replaced by u , are
Ž .valid in S . Now a homomorphism 	 : M A  S in the other direc-F p F
1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .tion is given by 	 E  e , 	 y  x , 	 y  x , 	 y m n m n 1 p 1 p i j i j i p
Ý p e t1e . We should recall that these elements of S were de-1  1 1 F
fined above as e u pm p1un1, x Ý p e xe , and x m n 1 p 1  1 p i j
p p2 1 p1Ž . Ž .Ý e xe , where u d x t and t d x . Note that 	 is well1  i j
defined, because we know that the e form a set of matrix units for Sm n F
Ž .  1  1and because the 1, 1 -entry of the matrix t , i.e., the element b 0
p 1 1 1 1Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý e t e , is x see 11b . So 	 y y  	 y 	 y 1  1 1 1 p 1 p 1 p 1 p 1 p
Ž 1 .x b  1.1 p 0
We will show that 	 is the inverse of . Let us start by calculating 	.
p1 p1Ž . Ž .By the definition of the maps, 	   	 Ý jE Ý je .j1 j	1, j j1 j	1, j
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Remember that for all j 2, . . . , p 1, we had e  je . So, jei, j	1 i j j	1, j
 e  and thenj	1, j	1
p1 p1
	   je  e Ž . Ý Ýj	1, j j	1, j	1ž /j1 j1
 1 e   .Ž .11
pŽ .Now let us show that 	 x  x. We know that xÝ x e ,h, m1 hm hm
pwhere x Ý e xe . First, apply  to the defining equation of u,hm 1  h m
p2Ž . 1u d x t , obtaining
p2 1 u   d x tŽ . Ž .Ž .
p2 1   x Z , by 18 and 20Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
  p2 Y Z1 .Ž .
p2Ž . Ž . Ž .So  u Z  Y UZ and, since Z is invertible, we get  u U.
Therefore, if we apply  to e , whose equation is given in terms of u andhm
ph p1 m1Ž . Ž . in 6 , we get  e U  U . And by evaluating thehm
Ž .power of U and , we finally get  e  E . So we have, on the onehm hm
Ž . Ž . Ž .hand,  x   Ý x e Ý  x E and, on the other hand,hm hm hm hm hm hm
pŽ .by definition of ,  x Ý y 	 y E 	Ý z E . By comparingi j i j 1 p 1 p n3 n n p
Ž . Ž . Ž .corresponding entries, it follows that  x  y ,  x  y ,  x i j i j 1 p 1 p 2 p
Ž . Ž . Ž .0, and  x  z for n 3, . . . , p. Therefore, 	 x  	 y  x ,n p n i j i j i j
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .	 x  	 y  x , 	 x  0 x , by 11d . Moreover,1 p 1 p 1 p 2 p 2 p
n3
n l1 n 2
	 x  	 z  1 	 yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn p n l	2, l	pn	2ž /l
l0
n3
n l1 n 2 1 x  x ,Ž .Ý l	2, l	pn	2 n pž /l
l0
Ž .for n 3, . . . , p. Thus, 	 x  x.
p1Ž .Finally, since  Y  Z, applying 	 on both sides and noting that
Ž . Ž . Ž .	 d	 , because 	    , and that 	 Y  x, we get 	 Z 
p1 p1 p1 1 1Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .	  Y  d 	 Y  d x  t. Thus, 	 t  	 Z 
1 1Ž .	 Z  t . Therefore, 	 Id .SF
On the other hand, it is immediate to see that 	 Id . Hence M Ž A.p
Ž . Ž .constitutes an isomorphism between M A and S 
M T , which pre-p F p
serves matrix units and, therefore, restricts to an isomorphism from A
² :  1 onto T. Because A
 F y  F y , y , it follows from Theorem 1.1i j F 1 p 1 p
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² :that A, and, therefore, T , is a fir, for both the free algebra F y and thei j
1 group algebra F y , y are firs.1 p 1 p
Like the Galois case, the results in this section can be extended to a ring
² :of the form F X , where X is any nonempty set.k
COROLLARY 3.1. Let k be a commutatie field of prime characteristic
Ž . p ² :p 0 and F k  , where   k and  k. Let R F X , where X isk
any nonempty set, and denote by U its uniersal field of fractions. Then the
p1Ž .subring S of U, obtained from R by adjoining the inerse of d x , for an
element x X, is such that S is isomorphic to a full p p matrix ring oerF
a fir.
Ž . ŽProof. The ring S is isomorphic to M V , where VW AF p p F
 ² : .  4F X ; A , A is the fir obtained in Theorem 3.2, and X  X x .
4. FINAL REMARKS
In both the two preceding sections, we obtained a matrix ring over a fir
following a very precise construction. We started with a fir R which had a
universal field of fractions U such that both shared the same centre k.
Then we considered a finite commutative field extension F of k of degree
n. By tensoring U with F over k we obtained a full n n matrix ring over
Ž .a skew field K, U 
M K . Next, we looked at a subring S of U,F n
containing R, which was obtained by adjunction of inverses. This ring S
was such that S contained the matrix units of U and was, therefore,F F
Ž .itself isomorphic to a full n n matrix ring, say S 
M T , where T wasF n
the centralizer in S of the matrix units. In the two instances studied inF
Sections 2 and 3, we were able to prove that T was a fir. In this section, we
will be showing that K is, in fact, the universal field of fractions of T.
We start by giving some definitions and quoting some results which can
 be found in 5 . Let R be a ring. The inner rank of an m n marix A over
R is the least r such that A BC where B is m r and C is r n and is
Ž . Ž .denoted by  A . A square n n matrix A is called full if  A  n. A
ring R is called a Sylester domain if for any m r matrix A and r n
Ž . Ž .matrix B, AB 0 implies  A 	  B  r. Every fir is a Sylvester
domain. If R is a Sylvester domain, then R has a universal field of
fractions U obtained by localization at the set of all full matrices over R.
THEOREM 4.1. Let R be a Sylester domain with uniersal field of
fractions U and suppose that the centre k of U is contained in R. Let F be a
finite commutatie field extension of k of degree n. Then U is isomorphic toF
an r r matrix ring oer a skew field K, where r diides n. Regarding R asF
contained in U , let A be a subring of U containing R and the matrix unitsF F F
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Ž .of U . The ring A is, then, isomorphic to a matrix ring M T . If T is aF r
Sylester domain, then K is isomorphic to its uniersal field of fractions.
Ž .Proof. We know that U 
M K , where K is a skew field and rF r
Ž .divides n. The fact that A
M T is a consequence of the presence ofr
the matrix units of U in A. We also know that T is the centralizer of theF
matrix units in A and that T is isomorphic to a subring of K. Now suppose
that T is a Sylvester domain and denote its universal field of fractions by
V. Let  be the set of all full matrices over R, so that U
 R . We will
Ž .show that the homomorphism R M V , obtained by composing theF r
Ž . Ž .map A
M T M V , induced by the canonical monomorphism Tr r
 V, with the inclusion R  A, is -inverting.F
Indeed, let M be an mm matrix over R belonging to ; then M is
Ž . Ž .invertible over U 
 R . Since R is embedded in A
M T , we canF F  r
regard M as an rm rm matrix over T , and thus over K. Because M is
Ž .invertible over U 
M K as an mm matrix, it is invertible over K asF r
an rm rm matrix. But this implies that M is full over K, so full over T.
Ž .That is, M is an mm matrix over M T which, regarded as anr
rm rm matrix over T , is full. So M is an invertible rm rm matrix over
Ž .V and, therefore, it is invertible as an mm matrix over M V . Thisr
Ž .proves R M V to be -inverting. So there exists a homomorphismF r
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . : M K 
U 
 R M V extending R M V . We can as-r F F  r F r
Ž .sume that  preserves matrix units, for if it did not, we would have M Vr
Ž .isomorphic to an r r matrix ring M V , whose matrix units were ther
Ž . Ž .images under  of the matrix units of M K . Since M V is simpler r
artinian, we would have V
 V . So  induces a homomorphism K V,
which must be injective, because K is a field. Hence we can regard K as a
sub-skew field of V containing T. But since V is a field of fractions of T ,
we must have K isomorphic to V.
We can apply the above result to the rings obtained in Section 2, for
instance. Let us recall the setup. Let k be a commutative field, and let F
² :be a Galois extension of k of finite degree n. Then R F x is a fir.k
Denote its universal field of fractions by U. Then U is isomorphic to anF
n n matrix ring over a skew field K. By inverting a finite number of
elements of R, we obtained a ring S which had the property that SF
2 Ž .contained the n matrix units of U . So S 
M T , where T is a subringF F n
of K. In Corollary 2.1, we proved that T was a fir. Now, applying the above
theorem to this situation, we conclude that K is the universal field of
fractions of T. These ideas can be applied in the same way to the situation
in Section 3.
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